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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be aaeal, connected semisimple Lie group of real rank one, and let r be a 
discrete subgroup of finite covolume of G. In [MW] Miatello and Wallach have 
given a generalization of the Kuznetsov sum formula ([K]) for this kind of 
groups. The sum formula relates spectral data concerning automorphic forms 
to geometric data concerning the intersection of a discrete subgroup with the 
big cell in the Bruhat decomposition. The r-function is the kernel for the in- 
tegral transformation relating test functions on the spectral side to those on the 
geometric side. To apply the sum formula, it is necessary to understand this 
integral transformation well. In the classical case, this integral transformation 
can be described in terms of classical Bessel functions (see [K], [GWj, [MW], 
Appendix), but in the general case the determination of the Kloosterman term 
in the Kuznetsov formula is more complicated. In [MW], Theorem 1.9, we see 
that these Bessel functions are reinterpreted as the r-function. This r-function 
can be computed using the T(v)-transform ([GW], [MWl]) which transforms 
conical vectors to Whittaker vectors on the spherical principal series. 
In this paper we determine quite explicitly the r-function in the special case 
when the group G is locally isomorphic to SU(n + 1, l), n 2 1. The determina- 
tion of the r-function involves solving complicated recurrence relations, and 
has not been given explicitly before except for the cases of SO(n + 1,1) and 
SU(2,l) (see [MW], Appendix). 
Let G = NAK be an Iwasawa decomposition of G and let g = n $ a @ f be 
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the corresponding decomposition at the Lie algebra level. Let M be the cen- 
tralizer of A in K and let x be a nontrivial unitary character on N. One neces- 
sary ingredient in those computations is the knowledge of generators for the 
M,-invariants in the universal Lie algebra U(ii) for those groups. At present, 
the space of M,-invariants is known for general rank one Lie groups (see 
[MV]). In this paper, we shall use these results to obtain an explicit expression 
for the T-function in the case of SU(n + 1, l), n 2 1. 
An outline of the paper is as follows. In $2 we introduce notations and recall 
some known facts on Whittaker vectors. Also the definition of the T-function is 
given. In $3 we carry out-the computations needed to give explicit formulas for 
the coefficients of the Whittaker vector. The case n = 1 is treated separately. 
From these computations we obtain recurrence relations relating the coeffi- 
cients. These relations, together with the assumption that the first coefficient is 
equal to 1 determine completely the Whittaker vector. In $4 we apply the results 
in Section 3 to the explicit determination of the r-function for SU(n + 1, l), 
again treating separately the case n = 1. 
We would like to express our thanks to Prof. Jorge Vargas for the helpful and 
friendly help he gave us during the preparation of this paper. Special thanks 
also to Prof. Roelof Bruggeman and Prof. Roberto Miatello for their comments 
in an earlier version of this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let I, be the identity n x n matrix and let 
We identify &?f(n + 1,l) with the real rank 1 Lie algebra: 
g={XEgl(n+2,C)(XJ+J_%?‘=O, trX=O} 
and denote by G = SU(n + 1,1) the connected Lie subgroup of Gl(n + 2, C) 
with Lie algebra g. A Cartan involution of g is given by 13(x) = -8’. 
This involution induces the Cartan decomposition g = f $ p. We take a the 
maximal abelian subalgebra in p given by a = [WH, where 
. 
Let K and A be the connected Lie subgroups of G corresponding to I and a, 
respectively. Let M be the centralizer of A in K, and let m be the corresponding 
Lie algebra of M. If a E a* is such that a(H) = 1, then let n, and nza be the 
root spaces associated to Q! and 2a, respectively. We have: n, = {X(X) 1 x E Cn} 
and nza = WZ(i), where 
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ox 0 
X(x) = 0 0, -2 
00 0 
Also we have 
1 7 Z(i) = 
0 0 i 
0 0” 0 
0 0 0 
1 A E AIn( A + A’ = 0, 2a + P(A) = 0 . 
If n = nor $ n2a, then g has the Iwasawa decomposition g = n @ a $ I. Let G = 
NAK the corresponding Iwasawa decomposition at the group level. If II = en, 
theg=n@a@m@iI. 
Let B(X, Y) = &tr(X.Y), (X, Y) = -B(X,BY), X, Y E g. Then B is g-in- 
variant and B(H, H) = 1. 
If e,, . . . , e,, denotes the canonical basis in R”, we set Xj = X(ej) and X7 = 
X(iej), 5 = -0Xj, Y> = -0X?, 2 = Z(i), Z’ = -8Z. Then {Xj, X’k, Z 1 1 5 
j, k 5 n} is an orthonormal basis of n with respect o ( , ). Note that [Xi, X7] = 
2 SijZ. 
If x is a character of N, then there exists Xx E n, such that ax(X) = 
i(X, Xx) = -iB(X, 0X,), for X E n. Set M, = {m E M 1 Ad(u)X, = Xx}. As M 
acts transitively on the unit sphere of n, (cf. [MV, Introduction]) there is 
us E M such that Ad(uo)X, = cXi, c E IX+. So M, = uoMiu~-‘, where Mi = 
(24 E M ] Ad(u)& = Xi}. 
Now consider de Verma module M( -v) = U(g) @‘u(P) @-V-p, where p = 
m ~3 a @ n and C- v _ p denotes the p-module C with m @ n acting by 0 and a 
acting by --v - p, Y E aC*. Let M( -v)[E] denote the II-completion of M(-v) 
(see [GWI, §2). If J = (ii&, . . . ,jm) E Nm, (N = (0, 1, 2,. . .}), m = 2n + 1, 
and Y(J) = Yijl . . . Yn’j2nZ’jm, then by Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, the set 
{Y(J) lJENrn] constitutes a basis of U(Ii). Hence every element in M( -v)[ Ii] 
has an expansion of the type CJ aJ Y(J) c3 1, aJ E C. A x-Whittaker vector is 
an element vx (-v) in M( -v) [ R] that satisfies the equation 
(2.1) X.v = dx(X)v VXEn. 
Such a vector has an expression of the form 
(2.2) Q-4 = C a ( I x,dYV) @J 1 ,Erm m 
where the coefficients aI(x, V) E C are expressions depending on x and v. There 
is a unique such Whittaker vector with a&, V) = 1 (see [BM] $6, Lemma 11, for 
instance). Since m . v,( -v) = vX(-v) for m E Al,, we have that Y(Z) must be a 
polynomial in the M,-invariants of U(n). 
Let x be such that 
(24 dX(Xl) = A, dx(Xi) = dx(q’) = 0 i>l,j>l 
X E ilw. For this choice of x, we shall use the notation u(X, -U) for the x- 
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Whittaker vector. Then u(X, -v) must be an element in U(Ii)“I. We note that 
Mi N SU(n - 1) is the subgroup of matrices in M of the form 
B E SU(n - 1). Hence u(X, -v) = xi Yijfi, where fi is an Ml-invariant poly- 
nomial in Yz, . . ., Y,, Yi’, . . ., 
where 41 = x7=2 Yi2 + Yi’2. 
Y,’ and Z’. Then, by [MV], fj E @[Y,‘,Z’,q& 
Let Ei,j be the matrix in gl(n + 2, C) where the entry (i,j) is equal to 1, and all 
the other entries are zero. In order to have simpler formulas, it is convenient o 
change the basis of Ec to 
{~1,~2,Y2,...,Yn,Y2’,...,Yn’,T}, 
where VI = E2,i, V2 = En+2,2, T = l&+2,1. Note that Yi 
-iVi - iI’2, and Z’ = -iT. Let q be the element in U(iI)“l, 
q= 2 Yi2+ Yi’2. 
i=l 
Now it is clear that we may write 
=v\--v2, Y1'= 
(2.5) u(X, -v) = c aj,k,/,m(A, v)vljJ’2kT’qm 8 1 n>l 
_i, k 1, m 
Now we use the T(Y)-transform ([GW], [MWl]) to compute the T-function. We 
see in [MW] that this r-function is the main ingredient in the Bessel transform 
in the Kloosterman term of the Kuznetsov type Sum Formula and also it ap- 
pears in the Fourier coefficients of the Poincare series. To get the T-function one 
has to consider two parabolic T’-percuspidal subgroups P and P’. Then P = 
NAM and P’ = N’A’M’. Let x and x1 be nontrivial unitary characters on N 
and N’ respectively. If W(A) = { 1, s} is the Weyl group of (P, A) then we take s* 
a representative of s in K. Then the T-function is given by the following formula 
(see [MW] Proposition 1.2): 
7(x1,x, aa, 4 = C ~I(x, +tu(Ad(uas*)-’ Y(I)T) CC+ 1 
IEW 
u E M, a E A and where the coefficients aI are given by the formula (2.2). Here, 
Y H Yr is the automorphism in the universal enveloping algebra given by 
XH-XifXEg. 
The case x = xi has a special interest because it gives information on the 
discrete spectrum of the Laplacian on L2(r \G/K) (cf. [MWl]). 
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3. AN EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR THE WHITTAKER VECTOR 
The aim of this section is to look for a Whittaker vector u(X, v + p) in the B- 
completion of the Verma module M(v + p) = U(g) @up C,, where m $ n acts 
by 0 and H acts by y(H), v E a*. We shall write v instead of v(H). 
Lemma 3.1. Let Xl, Xl’, VI, V2, T and H be as above. Let A = 1 [H + iM(2iE1 I)] 
and 17 = 1 [-H + iA4(2iE11)]. Then, thefollowing commutation relations holdfor 
j, k, 12 1: 
[X,, V,‘] = jv,i-‘(A -j+ 1) 
[X,,JJ’~~]=~I’~~-~(I.I+~-~) 
[Xl, T’] = -/(VI + ?‘2)T’-1 
[X’I, VI’] =jv+ yin - i(j - 1)) 
[Xl’, J’zk] = kV2k-1(-ilI - i(k - 1)) 
[X,‘, T’] = il(V, - V2)T’-’ 
Also we have: [A, 1/z] = V2, [A, T] = -T and [II, T] = T. 
Proof. The formulas are proved by the usual Sl(2, @)-technique. They are based 
on the identities: [A’, VI] = A, [XI, V2] = l7, [XI’, VI] = iA, [XI’, Vz] = -ill and 
the fact that [VI, V2] = T. 0 
Thus, it follows from Lemma 1 that: 
Xl.V,0’2kT’ %I 1 = 
(Xl.v,9v2/2T’@ 1 + F’lj(X,.~2k)T’~ 1 + v,jjV2k(X,.T’) @ 1 
(3.1) 
=jV$-‘(A-j+ 1)J’2kT’@ 1 +kVIjV2k--(17+k- l)T’@l 
- IV,jF’z k( I5 + v2)T’-’ 63 1 
=jV~j-1V~kTz(k-I-j+1+A)~l+kVliV2k-1T’(I+k-1+17)~l 
-WIjV2kVJ-1 @ 1 -Il/,jY 2k+lTl-l B 1 
Using that [VI, Vzk] = -kVz k-1 T and the fact that A and IT act by v/2 and 
-v/2 respectively, the last expression is equal to 
(3.2) 
jV~‘li-1V2kT’(k-l-j+1 +v/2)@l+kk,jV2 k-1T’(k-1-v/2)@1 
-/v,‘1+,k’2kTl-, m 1 _ lJ.+2k+,Tl-, B 1 
Now, formula (2.1) implies that: 
(3.3) c aj,k,,(X,v)X,.~,‘li~2’T’~ 1 = A. c aj,k,l(X,v)v,V,iV2kT’ @ 1 
j,k,l>O i,k,l?o 
(3.4) C aj,k,r(X, ZJ)X,‘.P’,~P’~~T’ @ 1 = 0 
i,k,l>O 
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From formulas (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain the following recurrence relation for 
the coefficients aj,k,l = aj,k,[(v,X): 
(3.5) 
Aaj,k,l = (j+ l)(k-~-j+~/2)~j+l,k,r + (k+ l)(k-v/2)aj,k+l,l 
-(l+l)aj-l,k,I+l-(l+l)uj,k-1,1+1 
Also, we have 
(3.6) 
x,‘. vlw*kT’ @ 1 = 
(Xl’. v-1’) VzkT’ @ 1 + V,j(X,‘. Q)T’ @ 1 + V,jV&X,‘.T~) @ 1 
=jl+,(i(A -j + 1)) V/P @ 1 + V,jkV/-,(D* - i(k - 1))T’ @ 1 
+ V:‘Q(il(V, - Vz)P,) @ 1 
=jv,j-,v~kT’(i(n--j+l+k-z))~l 
+ V,‘kVzk- ,T’(& - i(k - 1 + 1)) @ 1 
+ ilV,jV/V,P,) @ 1 - ilIqV,k+,P,) @ 1 
=jv,j- 1 ?qT’(i(-j -t 1 + k - z+ V/2)) @ 1 
+ v,jkv2k-1T+(-k + 1 + Y/2)) @ 1 
+ iZV,/li+‘VzkT13 Z - 1.. @ 1 - iZV,jVzk+lT’-l 8 1 
This computation together with the formula (3.4) gives a second recurrence 
relation for the coefficients aj,k, 1: 
(3.7) 
(j+ 1)(-~+k-Z+~/2)~j+l,k,~+ (k+ l)(-k+v/2)aj,k+l,/ 
+ (I+ l)aj-l,k,!+l - (I+ l)aj,k-l,/+l = 0 
Finally, from the identities (3.5) and (3.7) we get the following relations: 
(3.8) xaj,k,I = (j+ l)(v_2j+2k_2z)Uj+l,k,, -2(z+ l)aj,k-l,/+l 
(3.9) Aaj,k,l= (k+ l)(-v+2k)Uj,k+l,l_2(Z+ l)aj-l,k,I+l 
Proposition 3.2. Let x be us in (2.3). If u(X, v + p) denotes the canonical 
X-Whittaker vector in M(v + ,o) for SU(2, l), then the coeficients aj,k,l(v, A) of 
u(X, 1/ + p) are given by the formula: 
aj,k,l(v, A) = 
K+‘ii’(-l)*i”~~~~~’ (y+ 1 _ i) 
(3.10) jil- 1 k-l j+l-1 
2’j!k!Z! illI, (v - 2QF0 (v - 24 iv0 (v + 1 - i) 
ao,o,o(? A) = 1 
Proof. We shall prove the formula using induction in n, where n = j + k + 21. 
We see from (3.8) and (3.9) that Xuo,o,o = VU,,O,O = --Yuo,,,o, so aj,k,l satisfies 
(3.10) ifj + k -t- 2Z= 1. 
If n = j + k + 21 is greater than 1 then we have to consider several cases: 
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(a)j = 0, k # 0, (b)j # 0, k = 0, (c)j = k = 0 and (d)j # 0, k # 0. In case (a) we 
may apply formula (9) puttingj = 0 and using k - 1 instead of k so to obtain 
k0,k- i,~ = k. (-v + 2k - 2)UO,kJ. 
The case (b) is similar but using formula (3.8) with k = 0 and usingj - 1 instead 
ofj. 
In the case of(c) we apply the formulas (3.8) with j = 0, k = 1 and 1 - 1 in- 
stead of I and (3.9) with j = 1, k = 0 and 1 - 1 instead of 1. Then we get: 
(3.11) XUO,lJ_l = (v + 2 - 21+ 2)Ul,lJ- 1 - 21ao,o,r 
(3.12) h,o,r- 1 = (---v)q~,l- 1 - 21ao,o,r. 
Thenur,r,r_i isdetermined bya0,i,r_t andur,o,r_1: 
XQO,l,l-1 -h,o,r-1 =2(~-~+2)ql,r-l, 
more precisely: 
Now we replace the value of ul,l,l_ 1 in formula (3.12) and we get a formula for 
a0,0,1. 
21u 0,0,1 = --yu1,1,/-1 - h,o,r-1 
P(-1)’ 
= 
l-2 1-2 
x [-(v + 1 - I) + (v + 1 - 1) + l]uo,o,o 
2’-‘(l-l)! 7 (V-247 (v+l-i). 
so 
ao,o,r = 
P’(4) 
l-l l-l 
ao, 0,o 
2’1! n (V - 24 n (V + 1 - i) 
0 0 
(d) If j # 0 and k # 0 then we use formula (3.8) putting j - I instead of j and 
putting k - 1 in formula (3.9) instead of k. Substracting one formula from the 
other we get a formula for Uj,k,/ in terms Of Uj_ ~,k,l and Uj,k_ I,[. 0 
Now let us consider the case n > 1. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let Xi, Yi;:, Yi’, VI, V2, T and q be as in the preliminaries. Then the 
following identities hold: for i 2 2, 
[xi, VI’] =jV~j-‘Mi where Mi = ~(M(E~I - EI~) + iM(iEil + iEli)) 
[Xi, V7_7 =kV2k-1(Mi)’ 
[Xi, T’] = -ilT’-‘(Yi’) 
[Mi, VZk] = (k/2)(-Yi+iYi’)Vz’-’ 
m-1 
(3.13) 
[&,q”‘] =ZsFo ~s4sUi,sTSqm-‘-s 
m-l 
’ 
= 0 j s ’ s 
n + H - 2(m - 1 -j)) mod U(g)m 
where cS Vi,, = Yi ifs is even, and E, Ui,s = -iYi’ ifs is odd. 
Proof. The first identities follow as in Lemma 3.1. We will prove the formula 
(3.13) by using induction on m. We need the formulas: 
[[Xi, yi]> Yk] = -S,jYk + 6jk& - 6&q 
[[Xi, ?;.‘I, Yk’] = SijYk + 6jkYi + 6ik q 
[Xi, rj] = GijH + M(Eij - Eji) 
[Xi, q’] = M(i(Eij + Eji)) 
Then 
(3.14) = 
= j$I (-26ij q + Yi + 26ij q + Yi) + 2YiH mod U(g)m 
= 2 Yi(n + H) mod U(g)m 
Now, if m >_ 1 and since [H, qm] = ( -2m)qm and since q is m invariant we have: 
[Xi,qm+‘] = [K,4m]4+qm[Xi,q] 
m-1 m-l . 
(3.15) = 2 C Es4SUi9,TSqm-S J 
s=o = 0 j s s 
(n + H - 2(m -j)) 
+ 2qmK(n + H) mod U(g)m 
Now we compute the bracket [q”, Y$ 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let E, and Ui,, as in Lemma 3.3. Then, for i > 1, 
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Proof. (of Lemma 4): First we see that [ Yi, q] = 4iYi ‘T and [ Yi ‘, q] = -4iYiT. 
By arguing by induction we see that forj 2 1: 
[Yi,qj+‘] =$$I - c,4”(:) Ui,,Tsq’+l-s +4iq’Yi’T 
zs’, -44’e)Ui,~T~qji1-~+4iY~‘Tqj+4i([qi, Yi’])T 
= $I - cs4”(1s) Ui,sTSq’+1-S+4iYi’Tq’ 
(3.16) 
- iI Es- 14Sf1 (j) Ui,,- ITS+‘qjps 
= -~14(j+ l)Ui,lTq’+ f: -~84~ 
j+l 
s=2 ( > s 
Ui~,TSSqj”-s 
- ej_14j+luij _ ITi+ 
zscl +l-~~4”(‘~1)Ui,~T’q”1’ 
The proof for [ Yi ‘, qj] is similar. 0 
We go back to the proof of Lemma 3.3. We have that [Xi, q”‘+‘] is equal, modulo 
U(g)m to: 
m=l 
[X,.qm+‘]=2EaUi!Oqm(j~~ (n+ff-2(m-j))+(n+W) 
s=l 
+ 2 C ~s4SUi,,TSqm-S n+H-2(m-j)) 
m=l 
m 
+2c E,4s 
s=l 0 
7 Ui,sTSqmes(n + H) 
(3.17) 
s=l 
+ 2 C 
m=l 
= 2co vi, Of’ (jco (n+ H - 2(m -A)) 
n+H-2(m-j)) 
+2E,4mUi,mTm(n+H) 
= 25 ~s4SUi,~TSqm-S m J 
c() 
(n + H - 2(m + 1 -j)) 
s=o j=s S 
Then we can write: 
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m-1 
[Xi,qm] = Yi(2 C 4sTsqm-1-sJ=S ’ (n+H_2(m- 1 -j))) 
s=o,s even c 0 m=l s 
(3.18) m-l 
- i.Yi’(2 C 
s=O,s odd 
4sTsqm-‘-s’=S j (PI + H - ~(WI - 1 -j))) 
= 0 m=l s 
mod ZA(g)m 
We set 
m-l . 
(3.19) C+Z- l,s,v) = C j (n+v-2(m- 1 -j)). 
0 j=s S 
From Lemma 3.3 we have that for i 2 2, 
Xi.( VljV2kT’qm @ 1) = jVli-1MiV2kT’qm @ 1 
(3.20) + V~‘kV2k-1(Mi)‘T’qm @ 1 + VliV2k(-ilT’-’ Yi’)qm 
@ 1 + VliV2kT’(Xi.qm) @ 1 
As [M, T] = [M,q] = 0 for A4 E m, Lemma 3.3 implies that formula (3.20) is 
equal to: 
(3.21) 
~(~-iY,‘)v~‘-lv~~lT’~m~l~ilY~‘v~’v~kT’~lqm~~ 
+ v~jv~kT’(Xi.qm) @ 1 
Hence 
Xi.( Vl’V2/2kT’fl 8 1) 
= Yi 
-j.k 
lVtj-lbk-l 
T’qm@l+2 mc1 4SVljV21,kT’+Sqm- 1 --S 
s=o,s even 
(3.22) 
x a(m- l,s,v) @ 1 
> 
m-l 
- 2 C 4SV~jV2kT’+Sqm-‘-Sa(m - l,s,v) @ 1 
s=O,s odd > 
Using the computations in the case it = 1, we have that for i = 1: 
~~.(V~iV~kT’qm~l)=jV~i-1V~kT’qm(-j+1+k-Z-m+v/2)~l 
(3.23) +kV&‘2k-1 ’ m Tq (k-l+m-v/2)81 
- IV,i+1V2kT’-1qm @ 1 -h’+‘2k+1T’-1qm @ 1 + VljV2kT~[&,qm] @ 1 
Using that VI and V2 commute with T and the identities 
[V2k, YI] = [V& I’, - V-21 = k.V2k-1T+ V, V2k - V2k+1 
[Vzk, Yl’] = [Vzk, -i(Vl + V2)] = -ik.V2k-1T - iVl~2’ - ivZk+’ 
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we conclude that 
X,.( v,w,kT[qm @a 1) =jv1 ~-1v*kT’qy-j+1+k-1-m+v/2)~l 
+ kVljVzk - lT’qm(k - 1 + m - v/2) @ 1 
_ Il/lj+lvzkT’-lqm B 1 _ lV,jvzk+lT[-lqm B 1 
(3.24) +kVljV~k-lT’flCe(T,q,V,m) ~3 1 + Vli’1V2kT’C,(T,q,v,m) C3 1 
- VljVzk+’ T’C,(T, q, v, m) 63 1) 
+k.V~jV~‘-‘T’+lCo(T,q,y,m) 69 1+ Vlj+1V2kT’Co(T,q,V,m) 8 1 
+ VliV*‘+lT’Co(T,q,y,m) 69 1 
where 
m-l 
C,(T,q,v,m) = 2 C 4STSqm-‘-Sa(m - l,s,v) 
s=o,s even 
and 
m-1 
&(T,q,v,m) = 2 C 4STSqm-1-Sa(m - l,s,v) 
s=O,s odd 
That is: 
(3.25) 
X’.( V,jV*Tqm @3 1) =jv1 j-1V~kT’qm(-j+1+k-l-m+v/2) 81 
+kV~iV~k-1T’qM(k-1+m-v/2)@l 
_ /vIj+l vzkT[--lqm 8 1 _ rv,jv/ + 1P’qm @ 1 
m-1 
+2k C (-l)S4”V,jV2k - lT’+l+sqm-‘-s~(m - l,s,v) @ 1 
s=o 
m-1 
+2 C (-1)S4SVlj+1 V2kT’+sqm-1-su(m - l,s,v) @ 1 
s=o 
m-l 
- 2 C 4SV~/liV2k+1T’+SqM-11-Sa(m - l,s,y) @ 1 
s=o 
With similar computations we get the formula: 
(3.26) 
X~‘.V~+-*kT’q” =jV1 j-l VzkT1qm(iv/2 - itj - 1 - k + I+ m)) 
+kVljiV*k-1T’qm(iv/2 - i(k - 1 +m)) 
+ ilV1 j+l v2kTl- lqm _ ilV,jv2k+lZl-l qrn 
m-l 
+ 2ik C (-1)S4SV~ji~k-1T’+1 + sq”-‘-Sr(m - l,s, v) @ 1 
s=o 
+2iE - 1(-1)S4SV~j+‘V~kT’+sqm-1-Sa(m- ~,s,v) @ 1 
s=o 
- 2iF - 14SV~/liV~k+1T’+Sqm-1-Sa(m - l,s,v) @ 1 
s=o 
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Proposition 3.5. The coefficients aj,k,,,m(v, A) for the x- Whittaker vector 
u(X, 1/ + p) in M(v + p) satisfy thefollowing recurrence relations: 
Aaj,k,l,m = (j-i- l)(V - 2j + 2k - 21- 2m)aj+ i,k,/,m 
(3.27) 
- 2(~+l)aj,k-l,/+l,m-~ 4S+1a(m+s,s,V)aj,k-*,r-s,m+i+s 
s=o 
XUj,k, k,m = (k+ 1)(2k+2m-V)aj,k+i,/,m 
(3.28) - 20 + l)aj- I,k,l+l,m 
X aj,k+l,I-I-s,m+i+sa(m+s,s,V) 
+ b (-1)S4s+1 aj-l,k,[-s,m+i+,a(m+s,s,V) 
s=o 
(3.29) (Z+ l)aj,k,I+i,m = 2,$co (-1)“4”+ +S,S, V)aj,k,l-s,m+i+s 
(j i- l)(k + l)aj+ l,k+l,l,m = (I + l)aj,k,r+ i,m 
(3.30) I 
+2X 4Sa(m+s,s,V)aj,k,r-,m+i+s 
s=o 
Proof. The equations follow from the definition of the Whittaker vector (for- 
mula (l)), formulas (18), (20) and (20), and the fact that the monomials 
YiV~‘V~kT’qm and Yi’V~jV2kT’q” are lineary independent. 0 
From equation (3.29) We see that aj,k,l,m = bj,k,f,m(v)aj,k,O,[+m, where bj,k,l,m dS0 
depends on n. This function can be computed explicitly by the formulas: 
(3.31) bj,k,O,m(V) = 1 
(3.32) (I + l)bj,k,l+l,m (V) = zscO (-1)‘4’@ +S,S,v)bj,k,[-s,m+l+s(V) 
Later on we shall prove that the factor bj,k,/,m actually does not depend on j 
and k. 
From formulas (3.30) and (3.27) we have: 
(3.33) Xaj,k,l,m = (j + l)(V - 3 - 2 - 2m)aj+ l,k,/+ 
and hence it follows that 
(3.34) 
xi 
aj,k,i,m = jfl+m- 1 @O,k,I,m 
3 I& (v-24 
From formulas (3.29) and (3.28) we get: 
(3.35) hj,k,/,m = (k + 1)(2k + 21+ 2m - V)aj,k+l,/,m 
hence 
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(3.36) aj,k,l,m = 
(-l)kXk 
k+l+m aj, 0, L m 
k! n (v- 2i) 
i=l+m 
Finally, from (3.34) and (3.36) we get the formula: 
(3.37) aj3 k,I,m = 
(-l)kAi+k 
j+l+m- 1 k+l+m- 1 
ao,o,l,m 
j!k! rn, (v - 24 rHm (v - 24 
Now we are going to prove that bj,k,,,m(l/) does not depend onj and k. We de- 
note 
gj,k,l,m(V) = 
(_l)kAj+k 
j+l+m-1 k+l+m-I 
j!k! IEm (v-24 IE, (v - 24 
then by (3.29) and (3.36) 
aj,k,l,m = bj,k,I,m(V).aj,k,O,I+m 
= gjk,Z,m(v).aO,O,l,m 
But aj,k,O,l+m =gjk,l,m(v)aO,O,O,l+m, SO bj,k,f,m(v) =bO,O,l,m(v), VT k. SO we 
shall use the notation bl,m instead of bj,k,~,m. Now, from formulas (3.29) and 
(3.30) it follows that: 
2aj,k,0,m+ld~70) = (j+ l)(k+ l)aj+l,k+l,O,m - ajk,l,m 
(-1)X2 
= (v _ 2j _ 2m)(v _ 2k _ 2m) aik,o,m - 2’J(4°)aj,k,0Tm+ 1 
Hence: 
(-1)Y 
ajJ;PoYm=4~(m- 1,0)(v-2j-2m+2)(v-2k-2m+2)aj~k’o’m-1 
= (-1)“P 
m-l j+m- 1 k+m-1 %k,O,O 
4mm! n (n+ v- i) n (v---i) r!k (v--i) 
0 i=j 
Finally, under the assumption that ao,o,o,o = 1 we obtain the formula: 
aj,k,l,m = h,m(v)aj,k,O,/+m 
(3.38) = bl,m(v)(-1) 
k+l+mAj+k+21+2m 
j+l+m- 1 k+l+m-1 I+m- I 
4’+“(1+ m)!j!k! iGo (v--i) JJo (v - 2i) JJo (n+v- i) 
NOW let M(-v) be the Verma module M(-v) = U(g) @z.+,) @-v-P, where 
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C_,_, is the p-module with m @ n acting by 0 and a acting by - v - p. Let 
u(--ZI) = XI q(X, v) Y(Z) @ 1 be the x-Whittaker vector on the Verma module 
M(-_y), with x as in formula (2.3). 
To obtain an explicit formula for the Whittaker vector u(-v), we must 
change the parameter v in the formulas (3.10) and (3.38) into --v - p, since H 
acts by (-v - p)(H). Remember that p(H) = n + 1 if G N SU(n + 1,l). Then 
we get the formulas: 
(_l)j+[(A/2)j+k+2’ ‘+F’ (v + i) 
(3.39) aj,k,/(-v - P> = 
i=k+l+l 
j+l 
j!k!Z! n (v/2 + i)(y + i),4 (v/2 + i) 
ifn=l 
i=l 
and 
uj,k,I,m(-V  P) 
(3.40) = 
(-1)‘(X/2)j+k+2~+2”2b~,~(-v - $0) 
jflfm kfl+m 
4’+mj!k!(Z+m)! n ( q=J+1) n (“F”-‘+l)lK(v+i) 
i=l i=l i=l 
ifn>l. 
Furthermore, it will be convenient to multiply u(-Y - p) by the normalizing 
factor Z(v) = ([Z((V+~ + 1)/2)12Z(v + l))-’ in order to obtain a holo- 
morphic Whittaker vector fi(X, --v - p). We may now state the main results in 
this section. 
Theorem 3.6. Let G be locally isomorphic with SU(n + l,l). Then a holomorphic 
Whittaker vector is given by the following formula: 
(i) Zfn = 1, then 
ii(X,-v-p) = c 
j,k,l>O 
(_l)j+l(y2)j+k+21 “$I cy+ i)I/ijV2kTI 
i=k+lfl 
’ j!k!l!r(v/2 + j + Z+ l)Z(v/2 + k + l)r(v + j + I + 1) 
(ii) Zf n > 1, then 
U(X,-v-p) = c 
j,k,I,m>O 
(-l)j4-[-m(X/2)i+k+2’+2”bl,,(-v - p)VI&‘2kT~qm 
x j!k!(Z + m)!r(v+n+l 7 j Z+m)r(y+k + I + m)F(v+m+Z+l) 
Remark 1. We observe from the formula (3.19) that 
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cT(m,s,--v-p) = E J 0 (-+ - 1 - 2(m -j)) (3.41) j=s S 
=_(,+~+,)(us+s+~~v+:~~~~~)(m+l) 
and this together with (3.31) implies that Zqm(-v - p) is a polynomial in v of 
degree 1. 
4. AN EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR THE IT-FUNCTION 
Let G be a real rank one group locally isomorphic to SU(n + 1, l), n 2 1. We 
recall from $2 the definition of the r-function: 
(4.1) 7(x1, x, ~a, v) = C w(-+XI (Ad(wus*)-’ Y@-) 
IENm 
where u E M, a E A and u(X, -v) = x1 al(X, v) Y(Z) @I 1 is the x-Whittaker 
vector on the Verma module M( -v). 
This r-function appears in the Xi-Fourier coefficient DC, of the Poincare 
series studied in [MW] (see [MW], Proposition 1.2). We recall that, as proved in 
NW D,x(P, P, 4 h as a meromorphic continuation to @ and the nonzero ei- 
genvalues of the Casimir operator C on Z.i(Z\G/K) have the form r/j(H)*- 
p(H)*, where vj ranges over the poles of {D,X(P, P, v) 1 x E (r~ = r n N)^} in 
the closed right half plane. Our main goal in this section will be to give an ex- 
plicit formula for r(x, x, ua, v). 
We have to compute Ad(uas*)-’ Y(Z). If we take 
where Z,, denotes the 12 x n identity matrix, we have that Ad@*)-’ Yj = Xi’, 
Ad(s*)-’ 6’ = -Xi, and therefore Ad(s*)-’ Vi = 1/2(X*’ - Xl) and 
Ad(s*)-’ I72 = 1/2(-X1’ - iX1). Also, since 
for some coefficients cj and 4 and using the fact that (VI, VI) = (V2, V2) = l/2, 
we may write 
Ad@-% = 2((Vi,Ad(n)Vi)I’, + (vi,Ad(u)1/2)I’2) 
+ 5 (Cjq +djY'j). 
j=2 
In the same way we obtain 
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As dX(Ad(s*)-’ Vr) = dX(Ad(s*)-’ V2) = * we get the formula 
d~(Ad(uas”)-1F’,iI’2k) 
(4.2) = a(i+k)~(-2_-) --” ‘+k2j+k(Vi,Ad(u)(I’1 + V2))j(I’2,Ad(u)(I’i + l’2))k 
= (_iAaa)j+k l,Ad(u)(Vi + &))j2,Ad(u)(K + v2Nk 
In the case of SU(2,l) the last formula can be simplified. If we take 
U=ue= (e: e-i@ e!O), 
then Ad(u) Vi = e3iB Vi, Ad(u) I72 = e-3ie V2 and so 
dX(Ad(uas*)-’ V,‘I’2k) 
(4.3) = (_iXaa)j+ke3i(i-k)sl, v1)j(v2, v2)k = 
_iAa” i+k 
( ) 
2 e 3i( j - k)B 
T is M-invariant and it belongs to g_2a. Then dX(Ad(s*)-‘T’) = 0 if 1 > 0. 
Also, from the computations above we get: 
dX(Ad(uas*)-‘g”) = u~“VX(X~~)~ = (x8)‘? 
Now we can give a first formula for the r-function in the case that G is locally 
isomorphic to SU(2,l). By (3.39) and (4.1) we get: 
.j+k 
(-1)’ n (v + s)(_iX2a”/2)j+ke3i(j-k)e 
(4.4) r(x,x,ua,v) = c 
s=l 
j’k’o j!k!fI (~+‘)(~/2+8)~6, (y+s)(v/2+s) 
s=l 
Remark 2. We note that this formula coincides with that given in [MW], Pro- 
position A4 except by the factor (- 1)‘. 
In the case that G is locally isomorphic to SU(n + 1, l), n > 1, and with the 
notations above we get: 
(4.5) 
= c ’ (iX2a”/2) ‘+k+2(I’i,Ad(u)(Vi + V-#(I%,Ad(u)(Vi + J’2))k 
.i,km>O 
s=l (VfS) 
We will now try to get a simpler formula for the r-function. More precisely, we 
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want to have an expression of the r-function in terms of generalized hypergeo- 
metric functions. We shall follow the notation of [Sl]. Let (a) = (al, ~2, . . . , aA) 
and (b) = (bi, . . . , be). The generalized hypergeometric function 
AFs((ff); (b); v) iS defined as follows: 
where(c),=c.(c+l).....(c+n-1)ifn~1and(c),=1.Werecallthatif 
A I B then AFE((a); (b);~) converges for every finite value of y. With this new 
notation we can rewrite the T-function as follows: 
(4.6) r(x,x,ua,v) = c 
(-1)$+ l)j+k(iX2a”/2)i+k,3i(j-k)B 
i,k>o j!k!(v + 1)i(V/2 + l)j(, + 1),(v/2 + l)k 
if n = 1 
and 
+ I’#(V2,Ad(u)(Vi + V2))k 
9 + ‘)k+& + ‘), 
ifn> 1. 
Let us first rewrite formula (4.6). We note that (V + l)j+k = (V + l)j(~ +j + l)k. 
Thus (4.6) is equal to: 
j=o j!(Z’+ l)j(V/Z + l)j kc0 k!(v + I),(+ + l)k 
If z = (iPa”/2)e 3ie then, with the above notation, we get the formula: 
7(x, x, ue-u, v) = E (4’ 
j=O j!(v/2 + l)j 
,&(v+j+ l;v+ l,v/2+ I;F) 
With respect to the formula (4.7), we first sum over m, so to obtain the formula: 
(4.8) 
+ V#(V2,Ad(u)(Vi + V-Z))~ 
j,k>O j!k!(v+m+ l)j(v+m+ l)k 
We note that the sum over j and k is a product of two generalized hyper- 
geometric functions of the type oFi, that also can be interpreted as a product 
of classical generalized Bessel functions. That is, if z = iX2uQ/2, WI = 
(vl,Ad(u)(K + v2)) d an w2 = ( V2, Ad(u) ( VI + 1/2)) then this double sum is 
equal to 
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v+n--1 
ol;i( ; 2 +m+ l;zcJ1)0Fi( ;V+;- l +m+ 1;Zwz) 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be isomorphic to SU(n + 1,l). Let x be a a nontrivial char- 
acter of N. 
Zf n = 1, let u = ue as above, let a E A and let z = (iX2aa/2). Then with the no- 
tations above: 
~(x,x, w-a, 4 = E 
(ze3ie)j 
j=O j!(V/2 + ‘)j 
t&(v+j+ l;v+ l,v/2+ l;ze3ie) 
If n > 1, let z = iX2/2a”. Then with the notations above: 
r(x, x, ua, v) = E 
(-1)“(z/2)*” 
(4.9) 
m=~ m!(v + l),[(w + 1),12 ’ 
v+n- 1 
oF1(; 2 
v+n- 1 
+m+ l;zwi).oFt(; 2 +m+ l;.Zd2) 
To end this section we will try to simplify the formula obtained by [MW], Ap- 
pendix, in the case that G is locally isomorphic to SO(n + 1, l), n > 1. We follow 
the notation of [MW]. In this case the Whittaker vector u(X, -_y - p) is of the 
form: u(X, --v - p) = ‘&LOaj,k(v) Ylqk where 
(-1) 
j+2kAj+Zk 
Sk = 4kj!k!(v + gj+2k(v)k. 
This formula differs from that in [MW], as we have corrected the following 
mistakes in the computations: first, formula A.4 must be replaced by: 
[Xi,qk] E kYiqk-‘(2H+n -2k),mod U(Q) .m. 
In formula (A.lO) there is missing power of 2, and finally, in the formulas given 
in the proposition A.1 it is written q2k instead of qk. 
Now it follows that the r-function has the following formula: 
7(x,x, ua, v) = C 
(-1)‘(X2ao:)i+2k(Yi,Ad(u)Yi)i 
j,kZ0 4kj!k!(v + F)j+&)k ’ 
This means that if z = X2aa, then 
~(x,x, ua, v) = 
w2)2k 
k!(v)k(v + n/2)2k 
OFI (v + n/2 + 2k; -z( YI, Ad(u) YI)) 
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